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ABOUT THIS STUDY GUIDE 

This resource is created for art teachers of High School teenage 
students (ages 14-17) to gain understanding of describing, 
interpreting and applying art by studying Joo Woo’s “Drinking Your 
Surroundings” in the Nothing To Declare Exhibit (NTD) at the 
Vargas Museum.  
 
The guide provides activities and questions for class discussions 
before, during and after seeing the artwork in the exhibit. It also 
focuses on the NTD theme of migration, geographic cultures and 
nostalgic memories. 
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THE WORK 

Drinking your Surroundings is just one of the many 
powerful artworks in the Nothing To Declare Art Exhibit 
at the Vargas Museum. It is a series of photographs 
taken by Joo Woo, a Korean artist who resides in the 
US. This artistic archive is composed of collected 
pictures placed within images of glass cups to portray 
different environments and cultures of places wherein 
the artist has travelled. Joo Woo’s photographs 
symbolize her desire to keep in touch with her Korean 
roots, at the same time documenting her cross-cultural 
journey within the years. She believes that audiences 
can identify with these multicultural sources, 
experiencing the works not only through their sense of 
sight but also through their sense of taste. 

 

 

BRIEF BACKGROUND 



 

 

THE ARTIST 

Joo Woo is an assistant professor of art at the University of Colorado, Boulder USA. She has a BFA in 
Visual Arts from the Kyungpook National University, Korea and an MFA in Painting from the Hongik 
University, Korea (2001) and the Pennsylvania State University (2005). Her photographs have been 
included in numerous group exhibitions in both Korea and the US. She has been awarded artist 
residencies at the Apothiki Art Center in Paros, Greece and at the Red Gate Gallery in Beijing, China. 

For more information about the artist, visit: http://www.spacekite.net/	  

 

 

ACTIVIES & GUIDE QUESTIONS 

PREPARE {PRE-VISIT} 

• Ask students to interview (via telephone/ internet) relatives or friends who have migrated to a 
different country to give them a better understanding of the artist’s photographs, historical 
background and the exhibit’s theme. 
 
Points to consider in the interview: 
1. Reasons for migration 
2. Years of stay abroad 
3. Comparison between traditions and lifestyle here in the Philippines and abroad 
4. Stories of cross-cultural experiences 
5. Personal feelings toward migration and national identity  
 

• When the students have done the interview, divide the class into small groups to talk about the 
stories they have. Discuss it as a class after a few minutes of sharing with their small groups. 
 
Questions to consider during the class discussion: 
1. What do you know about migrating? 
2. Why do people migrate? What are the advantages and disadvantages? 
3. With the stories you heard from your friends and relatives, are you convinced to migrate too in 

the future? 
4. What are the difficult experiences of Filipino migrants abroad? Do they experience identity 

crisis? 
 

• Give students a little introduction on Joo Woo’s exhibit and the story behind her photographs.  
(See artist description and website above for reference) 
 

• Discuss with the students what they expect to see in the exhibit. (See Appendix A for the exhibit 
description taken from the NTD website) 
 

• Remind students of museum etiquette  
1. Deposit bags in the baggage counter. Only bring with you your cellphone and wallet.  
2. Stay at least an arms length away from the artworks. Do not touch them. 
3. Food or beverages are not allowed inside the museum.  

(See Appendix B for more visiting information on the Vargas Museum) 

 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 

EXPLORE {ACTUAL VISIT} 

• Print out this set of Guide Questions for the students and discuss it with them as you go through 
the photographs in the exhibit  
 

• DESCRIPTION (Enumerating the primary facts to guide interpretations) 

Basic Info (for students to answer upon visiting the artwork): 

Artist's name  
Artist's nationality  
Artist's date of birth/death  
Title  
Date  
Medium  
Dimensions  
Name of Collection 
 
Follow up guide questions: 
1. What do you see? List words that describe the image. 
2. What materials and techniques did Joo Woo use to create the image?  
3. How are the photos arranged in the exhibit?  
4. What images or icons does the artist show in her photographs? Do these look familiar? 
5. What feelings are depicted in the photos? Do you have past experiences that come into mind? 
6. What fascinates you most about this work?  
7. What symbols are employed in each photograph? 

 
• INTERPRETATION (Deriving meaning and interpretations from evidence) 

1. What do the Korean and American iconic symbols tell us about the artist or the artistic 
environment? Did your previous knowledge about the artist help you in identifying these 
symbols? 

2. What are the visual characteristics of the photographs? Describe the how the artist used the 
glass cups and cut out pictures. 

3. Why do you think the artist used such materials? Was it effective in relaying the artist’s 
message of migration? 

4. Aside from the artist using digital photography, how is her artwork different from the others in 
the exhibit?  
 

• APPLICATION (Using skills of description and interpretation for further understanding & 
appreciation) 
1. What is the relevance of the photographs socially? Is it also relevant to people who have not 

experienced migration? 
2. How is the intersection of two different cultures displayed in the pictures? 
3. Is there a need for the people to be aware with migration and intersection of cultures?  
4. Are you interested in seeing more of Joo Woo’s works after seeing her photographs? 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

	  

REFLECT & RESPOND {POST-VISIT} 

• Make students create an artwork that speaks 
of what they’ve learned from the exhibit.  
 
Activity instructions: 
- Get pictures online or cutout images from 

magazines of a place/country you’ve 
always wanted to live in. Also gather 
pictures of home or something that 
reminds you of home. 

- Make an artwork by putting these images 
together.  

- Size should be 8.5 x 11 inches so it could 
be displayed in the classroom. (Could be 
a collage of magazine cut outs or could be 
done digitally using Adobe Photoshop, 
Illustrator, Microsoft PowerPoint, etc.)   

- Write a short description for the artwork. 
 

• Display artworks in the classroom walls and 
discuss some artworks in class. 
 

	  
Guide questions for discussion 

1. Why did you choose these images? Do they have any significance to your past travels, 
experiences and thoughts on migration? 

2. What materials did you use?  
3. Why did you compose the images in that way?  
4. What does your work say about your artistic environment and historical background? 
5. With the images merged together, do you think the viewers will understand the concept 

of migration by just looking at your artwork? 
6. What is the social relevance of your masterpiece? 

	  

        Sample Artwork 

San Francisco with a piece of me, the 
Philippine sun and the iconic Bahay 

Kubo. 

APPENDICES 

	  

Appendix A: NTD Basic Information 

Nothing To Declare (NTD) is an independent, makeshift and collaborative initiative by curators, 
artists, partner organizations, and volunteers.  The exhibitions will feature 50 artists from 18 
countries whose artworks contribute to discourses on migration and its themes including travel 
across geographies, displacement, memories, absences, etc.. NTD is a series of 3 exhibitions 
at the Blanc Compound (18 October – 12 November), Yuchengco Museum (16 November – 
January 2012), and Vargas Museum (18 November – January 2012). 

For further reading check out the official NTD website: 
http://nothing2declare2011.wordpress.com/ 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B: Museum Visiting Information 
Museum Hours 
 
The museum is open from Tuesday to Saturday, from 9am to 5pm except for the Main Gallery* 
which are as follows: 
Tuesday and Wednesday: 9am to 1pm 
Thursday and Friday: 1pm to 5pm 
Saturday: 9am to 5pm 
 
While this schedule might pose limitations, the other galleries of the Vargas Museum may still 
be viewed within regular museum hours. The basement, ground floor, and third floor galleries 
will remain open throughout and continue to host changing exhibitions. 
*except for scheduled group tours 
 
Admission 
 
Museum: 
PhP 20.00 – UP students, alumni, faculty and employees 
PhP 30.00 – Non-UP 
Free – Every Wednesdays for UP students, alumni, faculty and employees 
 
For inquiries and concerns on museum such as reservations and scheduling a group tour/visit, 
please visit http://vargasmuseum.wordpress.com/visiting-the-museum/schedule-a-tour/  
For other details: http://vargasmuseum.wordpress.com/ 
	  


